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GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF VICTORIA 
95th CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW – 12th March 2016 

Judge – Melanie Groth 
Exh. No. Grading Placing  

   BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
001 PROMISING 1 WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BERTIE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 

*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329628 
Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. D. & L. Organ 
5.5mths 
 

 

   JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
005 VERY 

PROMISING 
1 MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty 

Dancer AZ) 3100317745 Brd. V. & L. Ebejer Exh. S. Petrella 
14mths 63 cm. Medium size, strong, quite well constructed black and red gold 
male of good type. Good head where the planes of the skull and foreface should 
be a little more correct and the eye a little darker. The ears should be set a little 
more correct, the neck should be a little longer. Level wither, firm back, quite well 
laid croup. The upper arm should be a little longer, the shoulder blade is well 
angled. Deep hindquarter angulation. Pronounced forechest, good underchest. 
Good length of foreleg, however the pasterns should be a little firmer. He should 
stand a little more correct in front. Stepping a little close behind, the elbows and 
hocks should be firmer. In movement displays powerful drive with just a slight 
restriction in reach with a good sequence of steps maintaining a good overline.  
 

004 GOOD 2 JAYSHELL KALYPSO 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ) 
3100311545 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott 
17.5mths 67 cm. Oversize, strong substantial, robust, black and brown, well 
coated, masculine dog of good type. Very good head with desired masculine head, 
good ear set, the neck should be longer. High wither, firm back slightly steep 
slightly short croup. The upper arm is of good length but just slightly inclined, very 
good hind quarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Good 
length of foreleg. Steps a little close at rear, correct coming. Displays powerful 
drive with a slight restriction in reach and a good sequence of steps maintaining a 
good overline, however needs a little more ring training. 
 

 

   INTEMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
006 VERY 

GOOD 
1 HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard 

Rock) 3100307974 Brd. S. Bell Exh. D. Mitchell 
20.5mths 61 cm. Below medium size, medium strong, rather elegant, elongated 
black and gold, well coated male. The planes of the skull should be more correct 
with a more pronounced stop. Rather small ears that are a slightly forward placed 
on the skull. Strong neck which should be longer. Level wither, firm back, quite 
well moulded croup. The upper arm should be longer and the shoulder is slightly 
forward placed. The hindquarter is a little unbalanced where the upper thigh is 
longer than the lower thigh. Good fore and slightly short underchest, good length 
of foreleg. Stepping slightly narrow both front and rear where the hock and 
elbows joints should be a little tighter, displays good ground coverage with good 
power from the rear and is very animated. 
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   OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
008 EXCELLENT 1 *CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch. 

Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ 
2.5yrs 65.5cm. Very large, medium strong, elongated, black and red gold male of 
pleasing type. Ideally the bite should be a little more closed. Expressive head, the 
lips should be a little tighter, the planes of the skull should be a little more correct, 
strong powerful neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short croup where the tail 
should be set just a little lower Very good forequarter angulation, deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good underchest, very good length of 
foreleg. The pasterns should be just a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at rear 
with a tendency to high step in the front. Displays very good drive and reach with 
a good overline however, he carries the neck a little too high in movement. 
 

007 EXCELLENT 2 *FOLLOWTREK USS ENTERPRISE PT 17/02/12 (Freevale Strikes Gold HSCs x D.Ch. 
(H) Fax Cassata Dreamtime) 4100210815 Brd. K. Burke Exh. A. McGauren  
4yrs 64cm. Above medium size, strong and substantial, well coated, slightly 
elongated black and gold male of good type. Good head where the skull should be 
just a little less domed. Expressive. The neck should be longer. High wither, firm 
back in stance, well moulded croup. The upper arm is slightly short, the shoulder 
blade is a little too steep. Very deep hindquarter angulation. Powerful thighs, 
good fore and short underchest. Good length of foreleg, should stand a little more 
correct in front and the pasterns ideally should be a little firmer. Steps a little wide 
at rear where the hock and elbow joints should be firmer. Displays a good 
sequence of steps however the drive does not complete properly and he falls just 
slightly on the forehand. 
 

 

   BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 
010 VERY 

PROMISING 
1 VOLSCAIN JERICHO 19/09/15 (*Karlos vd Werther Muhle a ED x *Vivien vd 

Herdersfarm a ED) 3100330384 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls. 
5.5mths 

011 VERY 
PROMISING 

2 HASENWAY MACHO MAN 28/09/15 (*Cronos del Seprio a ED x *Zicke v 
Feuermelder a ED) 3100330127 Brd. J. Haase Exh. K. Bowler 
5.5mths 

012 VERY 
PROMISING 

3 ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Harlerose 
Angel AZ CCD) 3100331961 Brd/Exh. J. Urie 
4mths 

009 VERY 
PROMISING 

4 WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BORRIS 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329625 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin 
5.5mths 

013 VERY 
PROMISING 

5 SEIGEN MURPHYS RILEY 22/11/15 (*Seigen Murphys Law AZ x Seigen Jatz Cracker 
AZ) 3100333986 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher 
3.5mths 
 

 

   MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 
015 VERY 

PROMISING 
1 ALBATA NICCO 15/07/15 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED X *Albata Havanna AZ) 

4100263758 Brd/Exh. Jones/Aili 
8mths Medium strong, elongated black and gold male puppy that presents a nice 
picture in stance. Good head and expression. Good overline. Well angled 
forehand, slightly deep hindquarter. Good fore and underchest for his age. Hocks 
and elbows need to firm. He displays good ground coverage for his age, however 
the ligamentation should be much firmer.  
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016  2 HAUSOSIN ALMOST FAMOUS 18/08/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Hausosin 
Quicksilver AZ) 6100094486 Brd/Exh. K. Harris 
7mths Medium strong, sable male of pleasing type. Good proportions, expressive 
head. Good top and underline. Good angulations of the fore, deep hindquarter 
angulation. The hocks should be firmer in stance. The tail is set just a little high 
and casts to the left.  Stepping a little wide at front the hocks and elbows should 
be a little firmer. Still to develop his sequence of steps but maintains a good 
topline.  
 

018  3 UBIQQUE BLACK AVENGER 27/08/16 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Schaeferhund 
Banja AZ) 3100329063 Brd. J. Eaton Exh. D. James 
6.5mths The bite on this dog is a little tight. Medium strong, slightly stretched 
black and gold male puppy of good type. Good head and expression. Good wither 
and back. The croup is short and steep and the tail is set a little high. Quite well 
balanced angulations and good fore and underchest. The tail is cast to the left. 
Stepping a little narrow at front and rear and the hock joints should be much 
firmer. Displays strong drive with a slight restriction in the reach and a tendency 
to dig in on the gait. Needs more training for the ring. 
 

014 PROMISING 4 KAZKIRI CHEROKEE 25/06/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kazkiri Xiva) 3100326338 
Brd. N. Symes Exh. M. Pascuzzi 
8.5mths Large puppy, strong robust, black and gold, elongated. Good head, the 
expression is marred by the soft left ear. Strong neck. Flat overline, good fore and 
slightly short underchest. Balanced angulations. He should have a little more coat. 
The tail has a cast to the right. Stepping narrow both front and rear. He has yet to 
develop a sequence of steps. In movement he holds the witherline. The saddle 
markings should be more pronounced.  
 

017  5 KILLARA SEQUOIA 23/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *D.Ch. Killara Solstice AZ) 
3100328471 Exh. K. Mackay 
6.5mths Medium strong, black and gold stretched puppy of good type. Expressive. 
Good withers and backline, the croup is short and steep. Good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and slightly short underchest. Stepping 
narrow at rear, displays good drive with slight restriction in the reach and needs a 
lot more training in the ring. 
 

 
   PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 

023 VERY 
PROMISING 

1 SWARTZLIC KIT CARSON 19/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x Hausosin Fancy 
This AZ) 3100322139 Brd. S. Hargreaves Exh. Bronboreo Knls. 
11mths Large, elongated black and gold male of good type. Still quite raw in his 
development. Ideally the skull and foreface should be stronger. Good length of 
neck which is set just slightly erect. Good back with a slight downward bend in the 
lumbar spine in stance. The tail is set just slightly high. Good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest. The tail is long and is carried 
with a cast to the left. Steps narrow front and rear. He has an impressive length of 
stride for his age and good ground coverage. 
 

019  2 ZANDRAC KING KUNTA 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A 
Love Thing AZ) 3100322814 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones 
11.5mths A nicely constructed medium strong, slightly elongated male puppy of 
pleasing type. Expressive. Good over and underline, good angulations. Good 
firmness of hocks and elbow joints for his age, the tail is cast to the left and the 
ears should be firmer in movement. Displays a good length of stride for a puppy. 
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022  3 LEGIONAIRE BARTENDER 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x 
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321811 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls. 
11mths Large, strong, robust young puppy of good type. Well coloured and well 
pigmented black and gold. Good head where the expression is marred by a slightly 
medium eye colour. Good withers and back, the croup is set slightly steep and the 
tail is set just a little high. Good angulations of the forehand, deep hindquarter 
angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest. The tail is cast to the left.  
Steps a little narrow both front and rear where the elbows and the hocks should 
be much firmer.  Displays good balance in his movement, however the reach is 
just a little restricted. 
 

020  4 KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO 23/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x 
*Bronzehund Imadorable AZ) 3100320419 Brd/Exh. N. Moissis 
11.5mths A large puppy, well coloured, well pigmented black and gold male. The 
eyes should be a fraction darker. Good angulations. He should present himself a 
little better in stance. Steps very cleanly for a young pup. Slight infirmness in the 
hocks. He displays a good sequence of steps for his age.  
 

021  5 INIFF AUTUMN FIRE 09/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Iniff Southern Belle 
AZ) 3100321806 Brd. Iniff Knls. Exh. M. Kelly 
11mths Medium strong, elongated black and gold puppy of good type. Good 
expressive head, the neck is set just a little erect. Good backline, however the 
croup is a little steep and the tail set a little high. Good fore and hindquarter 
angulation. Stepping wide at rear, correct at front, the elbow and hocks joints 
should be firmer. In movement he has a good reach of stride, however 
demonstrates a tendency to high step. 
 

024  6 STOBAR ZOLTAN 31/05/15 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ TD ET x *Stobar Erika 
AZ) 3100324292 Brd/Exh. Stobar Knls. 
9.5mths medium size, medium strong, black and gold puppy of good type. Good 
head where the expression is marred by a light eye, the lips should be a little less 
loose. Good backline, however the croup is slightly short and steep and the tail is 
set high. Balanced angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Stepping narrow both 
front and rear where the hock joints should be much firmer. The ears should be 
firmer in movement. He maintains a good overline with a good stride. 
 

 

   JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT 
028 VERY 

GOOD 
1 WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO 08/11/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 

*Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil AZ) 3100314003 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. J. & H. 
Withington 
16mths 66cm. Elongated black and gold medium strong, expressive male of good 
type. Good head, just a slight roman nose and desired dark eyes, rather large ears. 
Good neck. Level wither, firm back, short steep croup. The upper arm is of good 
length but set slightly steep. Very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and 
slightly short underchest. Slightly steep pasterns. Stepping a little wide at rear, 
correct at front, the elbows and hock joints should be firmer. Displays good drive 
and reach with a good length of stride and maintaining a level topline. 
 

030  2 MELJENKA GOLDEN SPIRIT 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty 
Dancer AZ) 3100317743 Brd/Exh. V. & L. Ebejer 
14mths 63.5 Just above medium size, strong and substantial, elongated, 
expressive black and gold male of good type. Good head and expression with good 
ear set. Powerful neck. Good top and underline. The upper arm should be just a 
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little longer but is well angled, the shoulder is slightly forward placed, deep 
hindquarter angulation with broad muscular thighs. The pasterns should be a little 
firmer. Stepping narrow at rear and not quite correct in front, the hock and elbow 
joints should be firmer. Displays powerful drive with good reach with much 
enthusiasm. 
 

029  3 AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE 18/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ambala 
Funky Miss AZ) 2100417901 Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. J. Eaton 
16mths 65 Slightly close bite. Large, medium strong, elongated black and gold 
male of good type. Well coated, he should show a little more muscular 
development.  The planes of the skull and foreface are not quite correct and the 
eyes should be a fraction darker. The neck should be longer. Good withers and 
back, short steep croup with a slightly high tail set. The upper arm should be 
longer but is well angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation with broad thighs, 
good fore and slightly short underchest. Stepping narrow at rear, standing and 
stepping not quite correct in front. Displays good drive with a slight restriction in 
the reach where the pasterns should be a little firmer and he should show a little 
more animation. 
 

 

   INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT  
032 VERY 

GOOD 
1 *UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS AZ 23/02/14 (*Odin Delle Terra Matildiche a ED x 

*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ) 9100009979 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Knls. 
2yrs 65cm Large, medium strong, black and red gold male, elongated, the saddle 
markings should be a little more defined. Expressive head with just a slight roman 
nose. The neck is set slightly erect. High withers, firm back, quite well moulded 
just slightly steep croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation, 
good fore and underchest development.  The hock and elbow joints should be 
firmer, steps a little narrow at rear and front. In movement displays good power 
with a good length of stride maintaining a good overline.  
 

033  2 *ESKO vd ZWEI STEINEN a ED 06/04/14 (*Ballack vd Brucknerallee a ED x Udi vd 
Zwei Stenien) SZ304294 Brd. E. Reich Exh. F. Grigons 
23mths 66cm. Very large, medium strong, richly coloured and well pigmented 
black and red gold male of pleasing type. Ideally the planes of the skull should be a 
little more correct. Expressive with large ears, the long neck is set just slightly 
erect. High withers, short back with a slight curve in the lumbar spine, steep well 
moulded croup. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and 
slightly short underchest with a good length of foreleg. Stepping very close at rear, 
correct at front, the hock and elbow joints should be firmer. Displays good drive 
which should follow through just a little more with a good length of stride 
maintaining a good witherline.  
 

031  3 *MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna 
Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. S. & L. Carroll 
2yrs 65 cm Large, strong, expressive black and red gold male of very good type. 
Presents a very good picture in stance. Good head and expression with the 
desired dark eyes. Powerful neck that should be just a little longer. Very good top 
and underline, very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. 
Pronounced fore and very good underchest. Ideally the pasterns should be a little 
firmer. Stepping close at rear, correct at front the hock joints should be firmer. 
Displays good powerful drive from the rear with good reach and a good sequence 
of steps maintaining a good topline.  
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034  4 KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO AZ 10/08/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro 
Ephrodite AZ) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer 
21mths 65 cm. Large, medium strong, well coloured grey sable male of pleasing 
type. Good head and expression with good ear set. The neck is set just slightly 
erect. High withers, firm back, short steep croup. The upper arm should be longer, 
the shoulder is slightly forward placed, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good 
fore and slightly short underchest with a white splash on the underchest. Good 
length of foreleg. Stepping narrow at rear and correct in front, the hock joints 
should be much firmer. Displays powerful drive with good stride, however the 
pasterns should be firmer in movement. 
 

 

   OPEN DOG STOCK COAT 
037 EXCELLENT 1 *JAKNELL COZ IM TNT AZ 14/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Ch. Aldaina 

Bijanka AZ) 2100367479 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada 
3.5yrs 65cm Large, strong, elongated expressive black and gold well pigmented 
male of pleasing type. Expressive with a very good head, just a slight roman nose. 
Shows very good masculinity. Good length of neck which is set just slightly erect. 
Very good top and underline, pronounced fore and underchest. Stepping a little 
narrow both front and rear. Displays very good powerful and reach,  where the 
pasterns should be firmer. 

038  2 *SENSEN MANN YOKON a ED 17/07/12 (*Enosch v Amasis a ED x Flair vd 
Martinskapelle) Brd. K. Baggstrom Exh. Henderson/Knuckey/Bobbin 
3.5yrs 64.5 Well above medium size, medium strong, expressive black and gold 
male of very good type. Well pigmented. Very good head and expression, ideally 
the neck should be a little longer. High withers, firm back, slightly short slightly 
steep croup, the tail is set just a little high. The upper arm is slightly steep, very 
good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and just slightly short underchest, good 
length of foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at rear and not quite correct in front. In 
movement displays very good power from the rear transmitted into a very good 
reach with a very good overline. 
 

039  3 *CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CCD ET 28/11/12 (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED x 
*Stobar Diksy AZ) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. S. McDonald 
3.5yrs 65cm Large, medium strong, richly coloured black and red male of good 
type. Very good head and expression, the eye is just a little round. The neck 
should be longer. Slight nick behind high withers, firm back, quite well moulded 
slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good 
fore and slightly short underchest. He has a white splash on his chest. The 
pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct in front, 
elbows and hock should be a little tighter. Displays very good ground coverage 
with very good power from the rear drive maintaining a very good overline. Dry 
and firm. 

041  4 *ZANDRAC THE HARD WAY AZ 07/01/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x 
*Grundelhardt Quest For Gold AZ) 3100283245 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. 
Dobson/Jones 
3yrs 66.5cm Double P1 upper left. Very large, medium strong, richly coloured 
black and red male of pleasing type. Well pigmented. Very good head, with the 
desired dark eye. Ideally the neck should be just a little longer and better placed. 
Good top line. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. The pasterns 
should be a little firmer in stance and in movement. Good fore and pronounced 
underchest. Stepping narrow front and rear the hocks should be a little firmer, the 
tail is cast just slightly to the left. In movement displays very good drive and reach 
with good ground coverage maintaining a good overline.  
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045  5 *MISTEISHAH FLETCHER 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna Lady Ga 
Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P. Dammo 
2yrs 64cm well above medium size, strong, masculine, well coloured black and 
gold male of pleasing type. Pronounced black masking, very good eye colour. 
Ideally the neck should be a little longer but is very powerful. Level withers, firm 
back, well moulded slightly short coup. Good fore and pronounced underchest. 
Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. The pasterns should be a little 
firmer. Presented in very good coat condition. Stepping a little narrow at rear, 
correct at front however the hock and elbow joints should be firmer. In movement 
displays powerful drive with good reach maintaining a good overline. 

035  6 *BLUEMAX ZOOMBA AZ 27/05/10 (*Ch. Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x Bluemax 
Shiloh AZ) 4100186824 Brd. A. Brinkworth Exh. F. Farley 
5.5yrs 65 cm Large, medium strong, elongated black and gold male of good type. 
Expressive masculine head with much nobility, ideally his neck should be longer. 
High withers, firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm 
should be longer, the shoulder blade is forward placed. Deep hindquarter 
angulation. Good fore and just slightly short underchest, the pasterns should be 
firmer. Stepping correct front and rear. In movement displays good drive and 
reach maintaining a good overline, where the ligamentation should be a little 
firmer.  

040  7 *SEIGEN MURPHYS LAW AZ 24/12/12 (*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ x *Seigen Kiss N Tell 
AZ) 6100080634 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher 
3yrs 64.5 cm Well above medium size, medium strong, black and brown well 
coated male shown in slightly heavy condition. Ideally the planes of the skull 
should be a little more parallel, slight roman nose, good ear set. The neck is set 
slightly erect. High withers, firm back, well moulded slightly steep croup. The 
upper arm should be longer and a little better angled, deep hindquarter 
angulation with broad thighs. Good fore and pronounced underchest, the 
pasterns should be a little firmer and he should stand a little more correct in front. 
Steps a little narrow at rear. In movement displays good reach and drive 
maintaining a good overline. 
 

043  8 *CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) 3100283304 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh. 
McPhan/Dejong 
3yrs 66 cm Very large, medium strong, black and red gold male whose saddle 
markings should be a little more defined. Elongated. Expressive masculine head, 
the lips should be a little tighter. Good length of neck which is set just slightly 
steep. Slight nick behind level withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep 
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and 
underchest development. He has a tendency to throw the right hock. Stepping 
correct at front. Shows a good sequence of steps with good drive and reach 
maintaining a good overline. 
 

036  9 *HAYO aus AGRIGENTO a ED 30/10/10 (*Dux de Intercanina a ED x *Gwendy aus 
Agrigento a ED) SZ2259256 Brd. L. Schweikert Exh. Kail/Anderson 
5.5yrs 66 cm Worn lower incisors 1&2 Very large, medium strong, elongated well 
coloured black and gold male of good type, shown in very good coat condition. 
Expressive head, the ears have a slightly tendency to tip backwards. Powerful 
neck. Nick behind level withers, firm back, slightly short well moulded croup, 
slightly high tail set. The shoulder is forward placed and the upper arm should be 
longer, deep hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and underchest, ideally the 
pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping narrow at rear, correct in front, the 
elbows should be tighter. In movement displays good powerful drive from the rear 
maintaining a good overline.  
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044  10 *WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J. 
Wade 
3yrs 65cm Large, medium strong, black and red gold male of good type, slightly 
elongated with a slight roman nose. Ideally the bones should be a little stronger. 
Expressive masculine head. Good neck. Level withers, firm back, short well 
moulded croup, the tail is set just slightly high. Good fore and slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development. The pasterns 
should be firmer. I would like to see a little more length on the coat. Stepping a 
little wide at rear, correct in front however the hock and elbow joints should be a 
little firmer. Shows good drive and reach with good ground coverage. 
 

 

   BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
047 VERY 

PROMISING 
1 EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 04/11/15 (*Ch. Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x *Ch. 

Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica Knls. Exh. Leonard/Morton 
4mths 
 

046  2 RIMERINI DARE TO DREAM 25/09/15 (*Sundaneka True Blue AZ x Gr. Ch. Rimerini 
Always N Forever AZ) 2100439436 Brd. M. Porter Exh. L. Brownhill 
5.5mths 
 

 

   MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
048 VERY 

PROMISING 
1 ELANTRA HELGE WOLF 20/07/15 (*Ch. Shernaa Pakros a ED HT x Zukkerpuppe 

Eggi Bay) 2100433532 Brd. B. Smith Exh. R. Pocklington  
7.5mths Black and gold substantial puppy of pleasing type. Ideally the eyes should 
be darker. Good overline and underline. Balanced angulations. Steps cleanly for a 
puppy with good firmness of hock and elbow joints. In movement she holds a 
good topline however still to develop a more coordinated sequence of steps.  
 

 

   PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
049 VERY 

PROMISING 
1 STOBAR YALINA 28/05/15 (*Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324086 Brd. 

B. & C. Auwema Exh. N. Cullen 
9.5mths Double P1 lower left. Black and gold feminine, well structured puppy of 
very pleasing type. Animated with very good angulations both fore and aft, good 
overline, very good underline. She should stand a little more correct in front. Very 
good length of foreleg for her age. Stepping narrow at rear, the hock and elbow 
joints should be a little firmer as should the pasterns. Displays very good drive and 
reach however she should carry her wither just a little higher. 

 

   JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
052 VERY 

GOOD 
1 VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL 06/11/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Vanharley 

Zena AZ) 3100314353 Brd/Exh. D. Colson 
16mths 59.5 Well above medium size, strong and substantial, slightly elongated 
female of very pleasing type. Rich black and tan colouring. Expressive feminine 
head. The neck should be a little longer. Level withers firm back, slightly short 
slightly steep croup. Very good fore and just slightly deep hindquarter angulation. 
Good fore and underchest. Ideally the pasterns should be firmer. Stepping a little 
cowhocked, correct at front however the elbow and hock joints still need to firm. 
The tail has a cast to the right. Balanced movement with a good sequence of 
steps. Just needs a little more ring training. 
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054  2 KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/01/15 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Karastro Havana 
Knights) 3100317615 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer 
14mths 59 Well above medium size, medium strong, black and red gold female of 
good type, slightly stretched proportions. The foreface is a little long. Good head. 
The neck should be longer. Level withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep 
croup. Good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and pronounced 
underchest development. The pasterns should be stronger. Stepping a little 
narrow both front and rear, hock and elbow joints need to be tighter. In 
movement shows good drive with just a slightly high stepping action in the fore 
reach. 

050  3 VANLAND CARA 22/09/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ) 
3100311645 Brd/Exh. H. & S. Van de Beek 
17.5mths 60 cm. Large, medium strong, slightly elongated feminine bitch of good 
type, shown in out of coat condition. Expressive head, good length of neck which 
is just slightly erect. Level topline, the croup is short and steep. Slightly forward 
placed shoulder and the upper arm is steep, deep hindquarter angulation. Good 
fore and pronounced underchest. The pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping 
narrow at rear, correct at front however the elbows are open. Shows good ground 
coverage with good animation and energy. 

053 GOOD 4 KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/14 (*Kazkiri Ximon AZ x *Kooronya In The 
Purple AZ) 3100314328 Brd/Exh. K. Cooper 
16mths  Well above medium size, medium strong, elongated female of good type. 
She should show herself more self assured. Good head, the eyes should be a 
fraction darker, slight roman nose. The neck should be longer. Level wither, 
straight back, slightly short slightly flat croup. The upper arm should be longer, 
deep hindquarter angulation where the upper thigh is too long. Good fore and 
pronounced underchest. The pasterns should be firmer. She is very heavily 
coated. She should be much firmer in the hock and elbow joints. She displays good 
movement but needs to carry the wither a little higher. 

 

   INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
055 VERY 

GOOD 
1 BRONACRE CHEWBACCA 01/08/13 (*Bodecka Yoda AZ x *Bronacre Imogen AZ) 

3100293001 Brd. Bronacre Knls. Exh. S. Diegan 
2.5yrs 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, well constructed slightly 
elongated black and gold female of very good type. Feminine head with desired 
dark eyes and mask. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and very good underchest development, 
ideally the pasterns should be firmer. Shown in very good coat condition.  Steps a 
little narrow at front and rear, the hock joints should be firmer. In movement she 
displays very good drive and reach with a good length of stride carrying a very 
good overline.  
 

 

   OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
056 EXCELLENT 1 *CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x 

*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ 
2yrs 60 cm. Large, strong, elongated, richly coloured richly pigmented black and 
red female of very nice type. Expressive head, with a slightly roman nose. Very 
good length of neck. High withers, firm back, slightly short slightly flat croup. Very 
good forehand angulation and deep hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and 
underchest development. Very long tail. Stepping correct at rear and front, the 
hock joints should be a little firmer. In movement displays powerful drive with 
very good reach however the pasterns should be firmer. She maintains a very 
good overline.  
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   BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

060 VERY 
PROMISING 

1 WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BREEZE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329629 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin 
6mths 

058  2 WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BINDI 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329626 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. M. 
Raftopoulos 
6mths 

069  3 ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Harlerose Angel 
AZ CCD) 3100331966 Brd/Exh. J. Urie 
4mths 

063  4 HASENWAY MALIBU 28/09/15 (*Cronos del Seprio a ED x *Zicke v Feuermelder a 
ED) 3100330125 Brd. J. Haase Exh. J. Strachan 
5.5mths 

059  5 WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin 
6mths 

066  6 BLAKNGOLD BLUE BIRDS FLY 03/11/15 (*Calle v Westerven a ED x *Schaeferhund 
Indiana AZ) 3100332171 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks 
4mths 

070  7 SCHAEFERHUND QUITTA 11/11/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund Zollie 
AZ) 3100019710 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal 
4mths 

064  8 DIENAMIC FAITH IN YOUR EYES 07/10/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x 
*Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100331485 Brd/Exh. S. Diegan 
5mths 

057  9 WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329630 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. A. 
McAnuff 
6mths 

072  10 AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/15 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED x *Awatea Nighttime 
Hussy AZ) 3100332530 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons 
3.5mths 

062  11 VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/09/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ) 
3100329564 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. S. Taylor 
5.5mths 

061  12 VOLSCAIN JADE 19/09/15 (*Karlos vd Werther Muhle a ED x Vivien vd 
Herdersfarm a ED) 3100330388 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls. 
6mths 

068  13 ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x 
*Harlerose Angel AZ CCD) 3100331968 Brd/Exh. J. Urie 
4mths 

067 PROMISING 14 SEIGEN EVA MENDES 10/11/15 (Seigen Heres My Number AZ x Vonaachen Rayne 
AZ) 3100333789 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher 
4mths 
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   MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 
078 PROMISING 1 VANHARLEY TAKE BY STORM 22/07/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x **Vanharley 

Thunda N Hail AZ) 3100327133 Brd/Exh. D. Colson 
7.5mths Black and gold well proportioned puppy of good type. Feminine 
expression with desired dark eyes. Good head. Good backline. Good angulations.  
She carries her tail with a left cast. Steps a little narrow both front and rear, hock 
and elbow joints yet to firm. Yet to develop a coordinated sequence of steps. 
Good ligamentation. 

080  2 KATELLIA LATTOYA 18/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Iniff Southern Lady AZ) 
3100328094 Brd/Exh. M. Dawood 
6.5mths Well boned, elongated, feminine puppy of good type. Well coated. 
Expressive. She stands with a nice topline. Balanced angulations. Steps a little 
narrow at rear, correct in front. She has yet to develop her sequence of steps and 
there is a slight tendency to fall on the forehand. 
 

079  3 MANPRINCE EXTRA SPECIAL 05/08/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x Kardin 
Burgundy AZ) 3100327829 Brd/Exh. H. Dunn 
7mths P1 upper left. A black and gold elongated feminine puppy of just good type. 
Dark masking. Good withers and back, the croup is a little steep. She is in coat 
transition. Good angulations. She should be a little more settled on the teeth 
examination.  Steps narrow both front and rear and is a little open at elbows, the 
joints should be cleaner. Good movement with good ligamentation. 
 

077  4 BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN 22/07/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre 
Philadelphia Freedom AZ) 3100327589 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls. 
7.5mths Black and gold elongated, feminine, medium strong female of good type. 
Good head. Long neck. Firm back in stance, short steep croup.  Good fore and 
steep hind angulation with good length of foreleg. Steps quite cleanly for a puppy.  
She is yet to develop a good sequence of steps. Overall good movement. 
 

081  5 KILLARA STASIA 23/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *D.Ch. (T) N.Ch. TS Gr.Ch. 
Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RAE) 3100328472 Brd/Exh. P. & D. Howard 
6.5mths Feminine, expressive, well boned black and gold female with stretched 
proportions. Good backline. Balanced angulations. Stepping very narrow at rear, 
correct at front, the elbow and hock joints should be firmer. She should carry her 
wither a little better and should show more animation on the gait. 
 

082  6 UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE 27/08/16 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x 
*Schaeferhund Banja AZ) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. J. Eaton 
6 mths Double P1 upper right. Black and gold, slightly stretched puppy with 
medium bone strength. Good angulations. She presents a nice picture in stance, 
the tail is quite long. Stepping very narrow at rear, not quite correct in front. Good 
drive, she needs to carry the wither a little higher in movement. 
 

 

   PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 
090 VRY 

PROMISING 
1 SWARTZLIC FIZZ GIDGET 19/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x Hausosin Fancy 

This AZ) 3100247886 Brd. S. Hargreaves Exh. Pereira/Pritchard 
11mths Feminine, expressive black and gold, slightly stretched female of pleasing 
type. Very good head. The neck is just a little erect. Good top and underline. Good 
angulations. Good length of foreleg. Steps quite cleanly. Displays very good 
ground coverage with very good animation. 
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085  2 ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A Love 
Thing AZ) 3100322818 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones 
12mths Well balanced elongated black and gold female of pleasing type. 
Expressive, well boned. Nice lines. Good angulations. Displays good ground 
coverage but just should be a little firmer in ligamentation. 
 

089  3 LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x 
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls. 
11mths A feminine, expressive slightly elongated black and gold female of good 
type. The expression is marred by a slightly light eye. Good angulations. Good top 
and underline. The hock joints should be much firmer. Shows good drive and 
reach with a good topline. 
 

091  4 STOBAR YANKE 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324083 
Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. M. Siktars 
9.5mths Well balanced black and gold, just slightly elongated female of pleasing 
type. Well coloured black and gold. Expressive feminine head. Good neck. Good 
overline just marred by a slightly high tail set. Her coat is in transition. Good 
angulations. Steps a little narrow at rear, correct at front. Hock and elbows joints 
should be just a little firmer. A nice easy mover with very good animation. 
 

084  5 ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A 
Love Thing AZ) 3100322815 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones 
12mths Well structured well boned black and gold female of pleasing type. Very 
good lines. Very good angulations. Shows good balanced movement with a good 
overline.  
 

087  6 KARABACH MAGGIE MAY 03/04/15 (*Ch. Hinterhaus French Liaison AZ CD ED x 
Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) 3100321745 Brd/Exh. J. Carter 
11mths A black and gold, slightly stretched female of good type. Expression is 
marred by a slightly light eye. Good topline. Good underline. Good angulations. 
Good length of foreleg. The tail has a cast to the left. The hock and elbows joints 
should be a little tighter. Shows good drive and reach maintaining a good 
witherline.  
 

092  7 DERHARV GOLDESS 30/05/15 (Seigen Jack In A Box AZ x Derharv Gold Dust AZ) 
3100324695 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly 
9.5mths Feminine, medium strong, elongated red sable female of good type. Still 
raw in her development. Expressive head. Good overline. Good angulations with 
very good length of foreleg. Still to develop final hock firmness. Yet to develop a 
good sequence of steps yet she is a nice moving female. 
 

083  8 RAMARA HOT DAMN FUNK 18/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kantenna Venus 
Star AZ) 3100322711 Brd/Exh. M. Raftopoulos 
12mths Medium strong, feminine, elongated black and gold female with balanced 
angulations. Stepping a little narrow front and rear. Shows a good sequence of 
steps with good drive and reach maintaining a good overline.  
 

094  9 GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco 
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325281 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston 
9mths Well boned, slightly stretched expressive black and gold female of good 
type. Lovely black mask, nice overline. The right ear is turned in. Good 
angulations, good length of foreleg. Stepping quite cleanly at front and rear 
however the hock joints should be firmer. Has quite powerful drive, yet to develop 
her reach, the ligamentation should be a little firmer. 
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086  10 DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x 
*Dienamic Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322316Brd. S. Diegan Exh. R. Snijders 
11.5mths Medium strong black and gold female of good type. Expressive. Good 
proportions. Good angles. She should be a little firmer in the hocks. She needs to 
develop a coordinated sequence of steps. Displays good ground covering 
movement. 
 

095  11 RANDINKA RAZZLE DAZZLE 11/06/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Randinka Shiny 
Pebbles AZ) 3100300500 Brd. G. Green Exh. V. Lewis 
9mths Medium strong, stretched black and red gold female of just good type. 
Good expression. Flat topline. Good angulations of the forehand, deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Shown in out of coat condition. 
Stepping a little narrow at rear, not quite correct in front. Shows good movement 
but has a tendency to fall on the forehand. 
 

 

   JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT 
097 VERY 

GOOD 
1 JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ) 

3100311547 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott 
18mths 57.5cm Medium size, medium strong, elongated well coated female 
presented in very good coat condition. Expressive feminine head, very good 
length of neck, good top and underline. Very good fore and just slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Steps cleanly from the rear, just 
toes in slightly at front. Displays very good drive, just a slight high stepping action 
in the reach and a tendency to carry her head a little high. Animated. 
 

104  2 SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA AZ 16/01/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund 
Xeena AZ) 3100317520 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal 
14mths 61cm Double P1 upper left. Very large, expressive, well boned, well 
proportioned, black and red gold female of pleasing type. Ideally the stop should 
be a little better defined and she should be darker in the eye. Strong powerful 
neck. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. 
Shown in very good coat condition. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct in 
front. In movement displays effective drive with very good reach displaying an 
effective topline.  
 

105  3 DELLARESS ASHANTI 11/02/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Dellaress Kalani AZ) 
3100318870 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso 
13mths 58 cm Medium size, medium strong, elongated black and red gold female 
of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of neck. High 
withers, firm back, the croup is a little short and steep. The topline is marred by 
the roughness of the coat. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Good 
length of foreleg. Slightly steep pasterns. Stepping a little narrow at rear not quite 
correct in front. The tail has a cast to the left. In movement displays good ground 
coverage with a good topline however she has a tendency to high step.  
 

099  4 KARDIN NAUGHTY BUT NICE AZ 23/10/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Kardin 
Destin To Dream AZ) 3100313311 Brd. Kardin Knls. Exh. Hill/Mindin 
17mths 62 cm Oversize, expressive, well boned, well constructed female of 
pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of neck. Good top and 
underline. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Very good length 
of foreleg. Steps correct front and rear, hock joints should be a little tighter. 
Displays very good ground coverage with a good backline and firm ligamentation. 
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103  5 MELJENKA GO GO GIRL 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty Dancer 
AZ) 3100317746 Brd/Exh. V. & L. Ebejer 
14mths 59 cm Just above medium size, medium strong, elongated black and gold 
female shown in out of coat condition. Expressive feminine head, rather large 
ears. Powerful neck. Level topline, the croup is a little short and flat. The tail is set 
just slightly high. Very good angulations of the forehand, deep hindquarter 
angulation. Good fore and very good underchest, very good length of foreleg. 
Steps a little narrow at rear, not quite correct at front, the hock and elbow joints 
should be much tighter, the tail has a cast to the right and is rather long. Deep 
hindquarter drive with a tendency to high step in the front. 
 

098  6 BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ 03/10/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bluemax Tanzin 
AZ) 4100249192 Brd/Exh. A. Brinkworth 
17mths 60cm Large, elongated, well boned black and light gold female of good 
type. Good head, just slight roman nose, the ears are rather large. Level wither, 
slight peak in the topline, well moulded slightly steep croup. Good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Should be presented in 
better coat condition. Stepping close behind, correct in front. The elbow and hock 
joints need to be a little tighter. Displays good ground coverage with effective 
drive and a slight restriction in the reach. She should carry her wither a little 
higher.  

101  7 AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER AZ 18/11/14 (*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Angie in 
Regnum Marianum a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons 
16mths 60 cm Large, medium strong, quite well proportioned female of good type 
shown in slightly out of coat condition. Very good pigment, well coloured black 
and gold. Ideally the stop should be a little more pronounced and the neck should 
be a little longer. Level withers, firm back, well moulded steep croup. Good fore 
and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest, 
the pasterns are a little steep. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct at front, the 
elbows should be firmer. In movement she displays good drive with just a slight 
restriction in the reach and with a good topline.  
 

106  8 ICCARA ITS EVOLUTION BABY 15/02/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Iccara 
Evolutions Finest AZ) 6100091989 Brd. Mailata/Woollard Exh. A. McAnuff 
13mths 59 cm Well above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated black 
and gold bitch of good type. The eyes should be darker, slight roman nose. Good 
neck. Good top and underline. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. 
Steps a little narrow at rear with a tendency to throw the right hock and just toes 
in slightly at the front. Displays good drive and reach with a straight topline. 
Shown in just slightly heavy condition. 
 

 
   INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 

111 VERY 
GOOD 

1 *VANLAND BLYSS AZ 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ) 
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema 
2yrs 60 cm Large, medium strong, well balanced black and red elongated female 
of pleasing type. Expressive feminine head, rather large ears. Very good neck. Very 
good topline, good underline. Very good angulation of the fore and hindquarter. 
Good fore and underchest. The pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little 
narrow front and rear, the hock joints should be firmer. Displays very good ground 
coverage with a good sequence of steps. 
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113  2 JACKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY AZ 26/05/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ) 2100410263 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada 
22mths 59.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong, stretched black and red 
gold female of very good type. Presents a lovely picture in stance. Presented in 
very good coat condition. Very good head and expression. The neck is set just 
slightly erect. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and deep hindquarter 
angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Stepping correct at rear and a little wide 
in front, the elbows should be a little tighter. Displays very good ground coverage 
maintaining a very good overline and is firm and dry. 

096  3 DIENAMIC HOT SMOOCHIE KIMBA 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x 
*Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100311592 Brd. S. Diegan Exh. McPhan/Dejong 
18mths 60.5 cm. Large, medium strong, well proportioned black and gold female 
of pleasing type. Good head and expression. Powerful neck. Very good overline 
and underline. Very good angulation of the forehand, deep hindquarter 
angulation. Pronounced forechest and very good underchest. Displays very good 
drive and reach with a nice overline. 
 

110  4 UHLMSDORF RAIN DROPS 17/02/14 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Uhlmsdorf 
Fergie AZ) 9100009989 Brd/Exh. Fairbairn/Meffert 
2yrs 60 cm Large, strong and substantial brood type female of stretched 
proportions. Ideally the black colour should be a little more defined. She is shown 
in out of coat condition. Strong expressive feminine head. Powerful neck. Level 
withers, firm back, quite well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Good fore and underchest 
development. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct in front. Displays powerful 
drive with a slight restriction in the reach and with a firm overline. 

118  5 SEIGEN COCONUT ICE AZ 06/10/13 (*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ x Ch. Seigen Ylang Ylang 
AZ) 6100085024 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher 
2.5yrs 59 cm Well above medium size, medium strong gold sable, slightly 
elongated of pleasing type. Good head and expression. Lovely length of neck. Very 
good overline and underline. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. 
Good forechest and developed underchest. The pasterns should be a little firmer. 
Stepping a little close at rear, correct in front, elbows are a little open. Displays 
powerful drive with very good reach however the back ligamentation should be a 
lot firmer.  
 

107  6 DERHARV PURE BLONDE 11/12/13 (Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ x Derharv Gold 
Dust AZ) 3100299249 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly 
2yrs 61.5 Very large, strong and substantial brood type female of red sable colour. 
Good head and expression, slight roman nose. Strong powerful neck. Good 
overline, very good underline. The upper arm should be a little longer, deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Stepping correct front and rear, 
hock joints should be a little firmer. Shows good ground coverage with good drive 
and reach and a good topline. 
 

116  7 KINBAR LITTLEFOOT AZ 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund 
Indiana AZ) 3100309923 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman 
19mths 61.5 cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly elongated black and red gold 
female of good type shown in out of coat condition. Good head and expression. 
Ideally the neck should be a little longer. Slight nick behind high withers, straight 
back, well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and deep hindquarter 
angulation. The pasterns should be firmer. Good fore and underchest. Stepping a 
little narrow at rear, not quite correct at front, the hock and elbow joints should 
be much tighter. Displays good ground coverage and a good overline.  
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109  8 *WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED 
x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J. 
Wade 
2yrs 60 cm Large, black and gold well proportioned female of good type. 
Expressive feminine head, the stop should be a little more defined. The neck 
should be a little longer. Level withers, firm back, slightly short slightly flat croup. 
The tail is set just slightly high. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. 
Good fore and underchest development with good length of foreleg. Steps a little 
narrow both front and rear, the hock and elbow joints should be a little firmer. 
Displays good drive with just a slight restriction in the reach with good energy. 
 

114  9 FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (*Ch. Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x *Ch. 
Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409070 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh. I. Borodinova 
20mths 61cm Missing P1 lower right. Very large, medium strong, expressive, 
slightly elongated female of good type. Ideally the black saddle should be a little 
darker. Expressive feminine head. Very good length of neck. A nick behind level 
withers, straight back, well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and deep 
hindquarter angulation. The forechest should be more pronounced, good 
underchest, the pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at rear, 
slightly wide at front. Shows good drive with a slight restriction in the reach 
maintaining a good witherline. 
 

 

   OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT 
120 EXCELLENT 1 *CH. BRONACRE DARK DIAMOND AZ CCD RA ET 13/01/11 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton 

John AZ x *Bronacre Imogen AZ) 3100250573 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.  
5yrs 59cm Just above medium size, medium strong, very well constructed female 
of excellent type. Well coloured and richly pigmented, she has very good lines and 
is expressive and feminine. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Very good 
fore and just slightly short underchest. Ideally the pasterns should be a little 
firmer. Steps correct both front and rear, hock joints should be a little tighter. In 
movement she displays a harmonious free flowing, effortless gait. She is firm and 
dry. 
 

119  2 *SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ ET RA 15/07/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET 
*Schaeferhund Celina AZ) 3100241339 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh.  Walter/Schulz    
5.5yrs  60 cm. Large, medium strong, very well constructed black and red gold 
female of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of neck. 
Very good topline, very good underline. Very good forehand angulation, very deep 
hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest, very good length of 
foreleg. Stepping a little narrow both front and rear, the hock joints should be a 
little tighter. In movement she displays good overall firmness, very powerful drive 
with very good reach maintaining an excellent topline.  
 

130  3 *BODECKA A CUT ABOVE AZ 11/08/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bodecka 
Xrated AZ) 3100293143 Brd. J. Joseph Exh. Green/Baldwin 
2.5yrs 60 Large, strong and substantial brood type female of pleasing type. Good 
head and expression. Strong powerful neck. High withers, firm straight back, the 
croup is slightly short and slightly flat, the tail is set just a little high. Very good 
fore and hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest. Stepping a little 
narrow at rear, correct in front, hock and elbow joints should be just a little 
tighter. Displays very good drive with just slightly restricted reach but maintains a 
very good overline.  
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133  4 *WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x 
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin 
2yrs 59 cm Above medium size, medium strong, well constructed black and red 
gold female of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of 
neck. Good overline. Very good forehand angulation, deep hindquarter 
angulation. Shown in out of coat condition, needs more muscle tone. Good fore 
and underchest. Steps a little narrow both front and rear, the hock joints should 
be just a little firmer. In movement she displays very good drive and reach holding 
a very good wither line with a firm back. 
 

135  5 *LASHADAS ONYX AZ 09/02/14 (*Lashadas Chick Magnet AZ x *Lashadas Vixen 
AZ) 6100086500 Brd. R. & S. Hosking Exh. F. Farley 
2yrs 61 cm. Very large, well boned, well coloured, well pigmented slightly 
elongated black and gold female of very good type. Ideally the underjaw should be 
a little stronger. Expressive head. Good neck. Slight nick behind high withers, firm 
back, well moulded slightly short croup. The upper arm should be just a little 
longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest. Steps 
correct front and rear, hock joints should be a little firmer. In movement she 
displays very good ground coverage very good drive and reach with a firm 
overline. 

127  6 *CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ ET RN CCD 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder 
a ED x *Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal 
2.5yrs 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong black and lighter gold 
female of stretched proportions. Good head and expression. The neck should be 
longer. Slight nick behind level withers, firm back, well moulded slightly short 
croup. Good fore, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest 
development. Shown in very good coat condition. She steps a little narrow both 
front and rear and the hock joints should be much firmer. In movement she 
displays a coordinated sequence of steps with very good ground coverage. 
 

131  7 *HARLEROSE ANGEL AZ CCD 28/08/13 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Bronacre Indian 
Sunset AZ) 3100294285 Brd. M. & S. Stedwell Exh. J. Urie 
2.5yrs 60.5 Double P1 upper right. Large, medium strong, slightly elongated 
female of good type shown in out of coat condition. Well coloured, expressive 
head. Good length of neck. Level withers, firm back, well moulded just slightly 
short croup. Good length of the upper arm just set slightly steep, slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest, she should be a little firmer in 
the loin area, pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at rear, 
toes in slightly in front. In movement she displays powerful drive with good reach 
maintaining a good topline.  
 

123  8 *SEIGEN HOT STUFF AZ 19/09/12 (*Ch. Fasties Elle Willy Wonka a ED x *Seigen 
Opal Fire AZ) 6100079264 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher 
3.5yrs 61 cm. Very large, elongated black and red gold female of good type. She 
should be a little more animated. Good head and expression with desired dark 
masking, the ears are set low. Good neck which is set slightly erect. Straight back 
in stance and the croup is slightly short and slightly flat. Good fore and very deep 
hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and underchest. Good length of foreleg. 
Stepping a little narrow at rear and wide at front, the hock and elbow joints 
should be firmer. Displays good drive with just a slight restriction in the reach and 
a tendency to just fall on the forehand. 
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121  9 *VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ CCD 01/07/12 (*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x *Molle vd 
Werther Muhle a ED) 3100275847 Brd. Volscain Knls. Exh. C.  Anderson 
3.5yrs61 cm. Very large, medium strong black and gold, expressive, nicely boned 
female of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good neck. High withers, 
firm straight back with a slight downward curve of the lumbar spine. Quite well 
moulded croup, the tail is set just slightly high. Very good fore and hindquarter 
angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Steps correct front and rear with good 
firmness of the hock and elbow joints. Displays good drive and reach, she has a 
slight tendency to fall on the forehand. 
 

132  10 *SCHAEFERHUND ENYA AZ 26/09/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
*Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal 
2.5yrs 61cm. Very large, medium strong, expressive, well constructed female of 
pleasing type. Good head and expression. The neck is just slightly erect. Good 
overline, good underline. The upper arm is long but it should be better angled, 
deep hindquarter angulation. Ideally the saddle markings should be darker. Good 
length of foreleg, she stands not quite correct in front. Steps slightly narrow at 
rear, correct at front, the hock and elbow joints should be much tighter. Shows 
good drive with good reach, the back ligamentation should be just a little tighter 
and she holds a good witherline. 
 

126  11 CH. KILLARA ASTERIA AZ CD TD RN 07/01/13 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ x *D. 
Ch. (T) Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RA) 3100283202 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh. R. 
Butler 
3yrs 60 cm. Large, medium strong, a black and red gold slightly elongated female. 
The saddle markings should be darker. The underjaw should be a lot stronger. 
Expressive. The neck is set slightly erect. She is shown in out of coat condition. A 
nick behind high withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good 
fore and short underchest, good length of foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at rear, 
correct in front, the hock joints should be tighter. In movement she displays good 
drive with a slight restriction in the reach and carries her wither at a good level. 
 

134  12 *BRONACRE ULURU MATILDA AZ 26/01/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre 
Philadelphia Freedom AZ CCD ET) 3100301407 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls. 
2yrs 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong but substantial brood 
female. Expressive feminine head, well coloured. Strong powerful neck. Firm back, 
short steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly deep underchest, good length of 
foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct at front, hock joints should be a 
little firmer. In movement she displays good drive and reach with just a slight 
tendency to fall on the forehand. 
 

124  13 *BODECKA ZENSATION AZ 16/11/12 (*Ch. Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x *Ch. Lashadas 
Xquisite AZ) 3100280431 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph 
3yrs 60.5 cm. Large, medium strong, expressive black and gold female shown in 
slightly out of coat condition, showing signs of a recent litter. Good head where 
the underjaw should be stronger. Good neck. Straight back, slightly short slightly 
steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, deep 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and pronounced underchest, she still needs to 
tighten in the loin after the litter. The pasterns should be firmer. Stepping narrow 
at rear, a little wide at front, the hock and elbow joints should be tighter. Displays 
good ground covering movement, the pasterns should be firmer in movement, 
she maintains a good overline. 
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128  14 * SCHAEFERHUND BANJA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Ryzack 
Acacia AZ) 3100287964 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. J. Eaton 
2.5yrs59.5 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, stretched proportions. 
Feminine head. The neck should be longer. Level withers, firm back, well moulded 
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly 
deep underchest. Steps slightly close behind, the bones of the forelegs are a little 
round. She doesn’t step quite correct in front. Displays good drive with slightly 
restricted reach and just a tendency to fall on the forehand. 
 


